
Available in two sizes: AT-A and AT-B.

Safe to get on and off and easy to maneuver, due to its 
three-wheel construction and low center of gravity.

The light running bike with stable handling.

Thanks to the wide step construction, getting on 
and off is even easier.

We look at individual cyclists and their needs and 
want to match them as well as possible. This way, 
we continuously innovate and optimize our bikes, so 
that your bike is equipped with the best materials, 
latest technology, and optimum comfort. We have 
two types that have been specially developed for 
two age groups,  the AT-A (up to and including about 
5 years) and the AT-B bike (from about 5 years up 
to and including 9 years).

The AT bike is standard equipped with, among other 
things, a closed modern chain guard, lightly 
operated Rollerbrake hand brakes and a low and 
wide step-on plate. The AT-B is also equipped with 
lighting and a safety lock (AXA solid).

10 year warranty on the frame and front fork. 
After registration at www.hukabikes.com/warranty

Specially developed tricycle for children
Are you looking for a children's bike that offers more stability and support? With the adapted AT bike your child 
can enjoy cycling without difficulties. Playing outside, cycling to school and playing with friends? Easy! This 
children's bicycle can also be adjusted entirely to the wishes and circumstances of your child. For example, the 
lightweight bicycle can be supplied in all hip, cool and cheerful RAL colours and there are various accessories with 
which you can make the bicycle even more personal and attractive. Your child can cycle carefree!
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Electrical support
The AT-B is available with an auxiliary motor (PASvario). 
With the help of this drive it is easier to pedal and 
therefore less tiring. This silent pedal support is 
supplied with five travel speed settings and a well-
arranged display.

Make your AT bike personal
In addition to the extra support that we can offer, such 
as a push bar, hip support, trunk support, a back 
support, foot fixations, etc. We also provide customized 
solutions. This allows us to make personal adjustments 
to the children's bicycle. Special needs are a challenge 
for us!

Accessories & options
The AT bike can be equipped with various accessories 
and options. 

Think of a different seat, handlebar or pedals. 
View the options on our website or contact your 
supplier.

Colours
The AT-A tricycle is standard supplied in light blue 
(RAL5024). The AT-B tricycle standard comes in the 
following colours:
• Bright blue (RAL5015)
• Pink (RAL3014)

Want to make the AT even more personal with, for 
example, your child's favourite colours? That is 
possible! We can make the AT children's bike in any hip, 
cool or cheerful RAL colour.

The 10 most important specifications 
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About Huka
Developed in Oldenzaal, we have 
been producing bikes that make a 
difference in the world of riders for 
almost 50 years. 
Your mobility, independence and 
freedom are our passion. With a 
committed team, we provide a 
wide collection of innovative 
bicycles with Dutch design. You 
want to learn more about the AT 
bike  and our assortment? Give us 
a call or visit our website! 

Technical specifications AT-A AT-B

Material frame & coating steel, epoxy coated

Electric support none optional

Tyre size front in inch (ETRTO)

Tyre size rear in inch (ETRTO)

Inner leg length in mm

Entry height in mm

Entry length of frame in mm

Maximum load in kg

Length x width in mm

Crank length in mm

470-650

260

340

110

16 x 1,75/ 47-305

12 x 1,75/ 50-203

20x 1,75/ 47-406

16 x 1,75/ 47-305

310-490

145

300

90

40

1140 x 540

60

1360 x 625


